
Privacy Policy

This Privacy Policy ("Policy") defines how WATCHERS APP LIMITED, registered in England
and Wales under registration number 13562970 ("Watchers", "We"), collects and processes your
personal data when your use the Watchers mobile application designed for synchronized viewing
of audiovisual works and their discussion by several users (including films and series -
hereinafter also referred to as the "Video Content") provided by third-party services.

Watchers is controller of the Application users’ personal data and defines the purposes and
terms for the processing of the Application users’ personal data in this Policy.

You can send inquiries related to the processing of your personal data in connection with the use
of the Application to: 4 Hill street, Mayfair, London W1J 5NE, United Kingdom or to the person
responsible for data processing (Data Protection Officer) by e-mail: agaysin@watchers.io.

By using the Watchers mobile application, you agree to the Privacy Policy and agree to the
collection and processing of your personal data by Watchers on the terms set forth herein. If
you do not agree with the terms of processing of your personal data established by this Policy,
you must refrain from using the Application.

1. Collection of Personal Data

When you use the Application, Watchers collects your personal data when you log into the
Application, enter identification data to access third-party services providing the Video Content,
interact with other users of the Application, and also enter into communication with Watchers.
Watchers also collects data about your activity in the Application and about the device, through
which you use the Application.

In particular, we collect information that you provide us:

● Your name, nickname, e-mail address, image (avatar), date of birth - to register and create
an account to use the Application, personalize your user experience, as well as for
Watchers  to interact with you, including for marketing purposes;

● Information about your contacts in the scope of name and e-mail address to identify
contacts with the installed Application and organize joint views of the Video Content
with these contacts.

We also use the information that we collect automatically, including information about you and
how you use the Application, your interactions with Watchers, as well as information about your
network and network devices that you may be using to access the Application, including: history
of your actions in the Application, interaction with emails and other messages received from
Watchers, device identification numbers or other unique identifiers that are used when using the
Application, characteristics of the device and software security (such as type and configuration),
connection information, including its type (Wi-Fi, mobile internet), browsing statistics, IP
address (which can provide general information about your location), information collected
using cookies and other technologies.



This information is collected by Watchers in order to personalize user experience, simplify
interaction with the product, localize and adapt the user's personal settings, as well as for
marketing purposes.

With your consent, we also collect information from third-party companies, with which you have
a contractual relationship (for example, we receive information about your Facebook friends, as
well as access to the personal information in third-party services provided about you in
accordance with an agreement between you and such third-party service), and other sources. If
such information is received, Watchers will protect this information in accordance with the
measures described in this Policy, as well as in accordance with possible additional restrictions
set by the source of information.

The Application is intended for use by persons over 18 years old. Watchers does not collect or
process personal data of children and persons under 18. If you are under 18 years old, you will
not be able to get an account and use the Application on your own.

2. Use of Personal Data

Watchers uses your personal data to provide the services of the Application in full, to analyze,
provide, and improve the operation of the Application, to personalize the services provided, as
well as to interact with you on these and other matters.

In particular, the personal data is used to:

● determine your general location and provide localized content;
● provide you with an opportunity to communicate with other users of the

Application;
● protect Watchers’ systems, prevent fraudulent activities and ensure security of

the Application;
● prevent, detect and investigate potentially prohibited and illegal activities,

including fraud;
● analyze and understand the audience of the Application, improve the operation of

the Application (including the experience of interacting with the user interface
and functionality of the Application);

● interact with you about the Application, share with you news, details about new
features and available content, and resolve your technical issues.

3. Transfer of Personal Data to Third Parties

Watchers may disclose personal data received from you to third parties to the extent justified by
the purpose of such disclosure, namely:

● To third parties - partners of Watchers who provide Watchers with analytics,
information and infrastructure services, as well as services in the field of
information technology and security, in order to develop, customize and optimize
the Application’s operation;

● To other users of the Application in the amount of your account data, taking into
account the privacy settings you have defined, for the fullest use of the
functionality of the Application by you in conjunction with other users;



● To competent government authorities, the provision of information to which is
mandatory in accordance with applicable law;

● To other third parties to whom you have explicitly agreed to transfer your data.

4. Protection of Personal Data

Watchers retains your personal data for as long as it is necessary to provide you with the
Application services and fulfill an agreement with you. Unless prohibited by law, Watchers may
retain some portions of your personal data even after you have stopped using the Application. In
case of processing information for marketing purposes, Watchers will process your data for the
duration of marketing activities or until you object to further processing of data for marketing
purposes.

Watchers takes all necessary organizational and technical measures to protect confidentiality of
your personal data and prevent unauthorized access thereto by third parties. The measures are
created in accordance with applicable law in such a way as to provide a level of security that
corresponds to the risks of processing your personal data.

5. Subject’s Rights

In course of processing your personal data by Watchers, you have the right to request access to
your personal data, correct or update outdated or incorrect personal data stored by Watchers. You
can also request the deletion of the personal data stored and processed by  Watchers.

With regard to the personal data that Watchers processes on the basis of your consent, you have
the right to withdraw your consent at any time by sending a corresponding written application to
the addresses indicated in the Preamble.

When interacting with you in connection with providing access to your data, making changes,
updates, deleting data and/or revoking consent, we may additionally request from you
information that identifies you in order to verify the legitimacy of the request and to ensure that
the request comes from you.

6. Changes to the Privacy Policy

Watchters shall have the right to introduce amendments to this Privacy Policy at any time by
posting the current version on the website. The Application User shall be deemed to have read
the changes to the Policy from the moment when its current version is provided by Watchers for
public access.


